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Owning the Circus, a sermon in response to Job 1:1, 2:1-10; Mark 10:2-16, and Psalm 16 by Rev. Scot 
McCachren at the First Presbyterian Church of East Hampton, October 7, 2018. (Originally formatted to assist 
oral presentation, including irregular punctuation.) 
 
Not my circus. Not my monkeys. +++ Whenever I hear that phrase (or when I use it myself, which I’ve been 
known to do), it always makes me laugh a little. +++ Are you familiar with it? It actually originated as a Polish 
proverb, and it’s a way of saying: “I’m not getting dragged into that problem. It’s not mine to solve. It’s up to 
someone else.” +++ Not my circus. Not my monkeys. “It’s not my problem.” +++ Maybe you’d say it at work if 
there’s a project falling apart and you’re feeling really stressed out about it – until you realize… – that’s 
somebody else’s project and it’s not up to you to fix it. You can just stop thinking about it. Not my circus – not my 
monkeys. +++ Or maybe there’s some kind of drama going on between two of your friends – one of them said 
something they shouldn’t have, now the other one’s mad and they’re not speaking to each other. But they are both 
speaking to you… So… Ah – they’ll work it out. Not my circus – not my monkeys. +++ I guess the phrase came 
about because things seem out of control at a circus – with three rings going, animals running all over the place, 
clowns distracting you, and people flying through the air on the trapeze – all at the same time. +++ In fact, 
whenever I hear the saying, I can’t help but picture myself out there in the center ring – with all that craziness 
going on – including, of course, monkeys jumping up and down, screaming their “monkey screams.” And I feel 
like I ought to do something – but instead, I just think to myself – “Nope. Not my problem. I can just stand here 
and enjoy the chaos.” +++ And, really, it is healthy to have boundaries – to avoid taking on the stress of problems 
that aren’t yours – …. to be able to walk away when you need to. +++ +++ But whenever someone says it: “Not 
my circus. Not my monkeys,” it seems a little like an excuse. Like they’ve at least considered rolling up their 
sleeves and getting involved – at least felt like they should help – somehow – before deciding against it. +++ No – 
It’s not my circus. +++ It’s not my problem. +++ It’s not my fault. 
 
Who’s responsible? +++ Whose fault is it? +++ Who’s to blame? +++ I think we often tend to jump straight to 
that question before we even take the time to understand what’s really going on. +++ Our immediate reaction to 
today’s reading from Job is an example. +++ Oh – that Satan – causing trouble again. Satan’s the one that inflicts 
all those sores on Job “from the sole of his foot to the crown of his head,” and has also taken away all Job’s 
property and even his children! +++ So we react: “You’ve gotta keep an eye out because Satan is out to get you 
and me too!” +++ +++ But then you think about it some more – and look a little closer at the text – and you see 
that Satan is completely subservient to God. Yeah – they disagree about things – and Satan is definitely stirring 
the pot – but he can’t touch Job until the Lord says he can: “Very well, he is in your power; only spare his life.” 
++ +++ HMMM!!??! +++ So… is… Job’s suffering… GOD’S fault?? … NO, let’s don’t even GO there… +++ 
But we have to blame someone … So… Job must have done something wrong to DESERVE it… But no – 
there’s nothing like that… The text tells us – Job was “blameless and upright, one who feared God and turned 
away from evil.”+++ +++ So – we’re stuck. Before we are even half way through the first chapter, we are 
obsessed with the question: “Whose fault is it?” “Who’s to blame?” +++  
 
Now, over the next few weeks we will continue talking about Job in more depth – about his audacity to actually 
confront God with his questions about injustice – about who we really are in relation to God – and about God’s 
absolute sovereignty as Creator of the universe. I look forward to digging into all of that with you this month. +++ 
But first – today – I think we need to try getting to the bottom of this opening problem – the question we can’t 
seem to get over:: “Who’s to blame?” +++ At whom can we point our finger, when bad things happen to good 
people, which happens all the time, by the way – when tragedy strikes our lives when we least expect it – catches 
us off guard and turns our world upside down? Who’s to blame?  – Because it happens to all of us at some point 
or another… and, sometimes we never really recover – we can’t seem to get things turned back right again. +++ 
Who’s to blame when you find yourself sitting among the ashes scraping your sores with shards of clay – as Job 
does in today’s passage – because what you’ve been faced with is just too painful to simply pick yourself up and 
keep going? +++ +++ Whose Circus IS This, that’s so out of control? And Whose Monkeys ARE these, that 
relentlessly jump up and down on our heads? +++ See, I think one reason Job bugs us so much is that he could 
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be any of us – in fact – Job IS ALL of us. +++ And at the core of it all – you can’t help but wonder what kind of 
loving God would allow such suffering. +++ What sense does it make?  
 
But maybe – just maybe – that’s the point. It doesn’t make sense to us – and ultimately it doesn’t have to. +++ As 
hard as it is – isn’t Job actually a more realistic depiction of what life is really like in this messed-up, twisted, 
fallen, world of ours – more realistic than always telling ourselves feel-good stories with a happy ending? +++ 
Doesn’t it ring true more than pretending that everything is always OK? +++ Yes – sometimes life stinks. It just 
does. +++ But there’s nothing in Job to suggest that God doesn’t care… that the Lord isn’t there with us… 
nothing to suggest that, ultimately, in this life or the next – we won’t be made whole again. (In fact, Job IS made 
whole again at the end)… +++ +++ But it is so hard to see all of that – so hard to remember, when our first 
tendency – ((ingrained deep in our core, I think, somewhere near our “fight or flight” instinct)) – our first 
tendency when things go wrong, is to cry out, “How is this fair??” or “I didn’t do it!” or “It’s not my fault.” +++ 
And – even a step before that – we learn to avoid trouble when we can – to sidestep it – even if it means not 
rolling up our sleeves and getting involved – +++ even when we feel like we should.  +++ No – It’s not my 
circus. +++ It’s not my problem. +++ It’s not my fault. 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
This is the trap the disciples fall into in our Gospel reading. People are bringing children for Jesus to touch them 
– maybe that means these children were sick and needed to be healed, maybe they simply believed that Jesus was 
the messiah and they wanted a blessing from him for the child. It was probably a combination of both. But it was 
getting out of control. +++ Take a moment to really picture the scene – all kinds of people coming from every 
direction, bringing little children (sometimes it’s both parents, some are single mothers living in poverty, some 
aunts or uncles or grandparents left to raise the children, some people just bringing homeless, sick, hungry, kids 
from the streets. And the children all desperately need to be touched by Jesus). +++ That’s the scene when the 
disciples “speak sternly” to the people bringing the kids. +++ It was too much chaos, they thought – it looked bad 
in front of the crowds and the Pharisees – and it was getting to be a distraction from Jesus’ ””real”” ministry, 
with all these dirty, sickly, kids coming from every direction. +++ So, the disciples told them: “That’s your circus 
not ours – those are your monkeys not ours. Get them out of here. +++ It’s not our fault. +++ It’s not our 
problem.” 
 
But Jesus doesn’t respond to that very well. In fact, let’s be honest: he’s angry – not with the people bringing the 
kids – he’s angry with the disciples. In effect, saying, ““”What do you mean these children aren’t your problem?? 
Haven’t you been listening to a word I’ve said all this time?? This is exactly who I AM here for. Suffering,… 
dirty,… misplaced,… little children – and everyone that comes to me like one of these. ‘Let the little children 
come to me;’” he says, “Do not stop them; for it is to such as these that the kingdom of God belongs.””” +++ And 
then he gently takes the children into his arms, lays his hands on them, and blesses them. +++ +++ +++ These 
kids have no idea about divine justice. No opinion about the nature of human suffering. +++ They could never 
comprehend Job’s moral arguments.  +++ All they know is that they are hurting. They are dirty – they are sick – 
they are hungry – they are lonely – and they have come to Jesus Christ for a blessing – for relief. +++ And they 
receive it. 
 
See, we can argue all day about the justice of God – bad things happening to good people. We can talk all day 
about who deserves what – or which person is more at fault than another. +++ But ultimately we have to 
understand – we are ALL fallen – we ALL fall short of the glory of God. +++ We can point our finger at Satan – 
we can point our finger at other people– we can point our finger at GOD. +++ But Christ was angry at the 
disciples because they didn’t OWN their responsibility to ease suffering – instead of looking for someone else 
to do it for them – somewhere else to point a finger – somewhere else to send the problem. +++ +++ We have 
been empowered and entrusted by God to faithfully shape this world. +++ People are hungry because WE 
don’t feed them… Justice fails because WE don’t demand it…  Immigrants and minorities are marginalized 
because WE allow it… Racism refuses to die because WE haven’t killed it… THIS IS our circus… THESE 
ARE our monkeys. +++ We own the suffering. We own the poverty. We own the violence. +++ +++ +++ 
+++++++++ +++ +++ +++ 
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BUT … Christ teaches us to be so much better than we are. He teaches us how to change our world – (our circus) 
– and about the kingdom of God. +++ He shows us how to care – how to take the suffering children in our arms 
and show them that the kingdom belongs to them. +++ He shows us how to teach them – (though they may have 
little hope for worldly treasures) – that they are still blessed by the hands – and the arms – of Jesus Christ. +++ 
+++ Let us follow in his footsteps – and do these things he has taught us. 
 
So – back to our question from Job: “Where is God in the midst of all this suffering?” +++ And the answer is:: – 
That’s exactly where God is – in the midst of the suffering – with us as we go through it.  These things are not 
of God’s making. +++ THE GOOD NEWS IS:: When tragedy strikes, when life becomes too much to bear, 
Christ is the one taking us up in his arms, … laying hands on us, … and blessing us – as he did the innocent 
and suffering children. +++ He is the one calling us to reconciliation with each other and with God – ready to 
forgive us over and over again. +++ Christ promises that the kingdom of God belongs to those who suffer. So, let 
us cry out with the Psalmist in joy: “Prove me, O Lord, and try me; test my heart and mind. Your steadfast love 
is before my eyes, and I walk in faithfulness to you.”  
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 


